
Introducing
jabberyak

The ultimate 
conversation starter



People are increasingly disengaged from 
traditional work methods. Many 
employees report feeling isolated and 
disconnected from coworkers, which 
poses a significant challenge. The blend of 
in-person and remote work has impacted 
team cohesion and collaboration. Now, 
more than ever, employers must find 
creative ways to build close-knit teams 
that are trusting of each other.

Disengaged and Disconnected



JabberYak delivers an integrated 
solution that makes it easy for 
employees to connect, engage, and 
network in-person or virtually.

JabberYak's solution serves as the 
ultimate conversation starter, 
designed to effortlessly connect and 
engage people through shared 
interests, data, and gamification. 
JabberYak's products set your 
employees to build strong 
relationships and powerful teams.

Buil your tribe



• Signature Icebreaker Collection
• Mobile Gamification 
• Matchmaking/Networking App
• AI-Generated Analytics Insight

Jabberyak solution



Inspired by the ingenious "Seven Degrees of 
Interests" concept. They are not just visual 
cues...they’re conversation starters! 

JabberYak enables your employees to share 7 
interests showcasing their unique personalities. 
These interests are printed on Office Name 
Plates, Virtual Backgrounds, T-shirts, Name 
Tags..., serving as an effective icebreaker, 
instantly connecting employees by revealing 
something interesting about one another.

JabberYak Signature Icebreaker 
Collection



At conferences, meetings, or 
company social events, 
JabberYak mobile Scavenger 
Hunt gets your employees 
looking for others with 
certain interests. It gets 
them to engage, network 
and bond by learning 
something interesting about 
each other.

Mobile gamification



JabberYak ConnectNOW is 
a matchmaking and 
networking app that 
enables coworkers to see 
who else shares their exact 
interests.  The app enables 
employees to connect, 
communicate and plan 
activities based on shared 
interest.

Networking Mobile App



This powerful dashboard can generate 
predictive insights. Employers can 
anticipate trends, preferences, or 
demands, enabling them to proactively 
plan and adapt strategies to better cater 
to employees' likes, dislikes, interests, 
and expectations.  

This powerful tool gives employees the 
visibility to incentivize employees with 
perks that are valued by employees.

AI-Generated Attendees 
Analytics insight



sales@jabber yak.com
888.881.6541
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